
Mobile telephones have brought many benefits but they have also 
had negative effects. Do the advantages of mobile phones outweigh 
the disadvantages?

Nowadays, the mobile telephone is one of the common electrical devices which plays 
essential roles in Humans’ lifestyle. Howeveralthough, less than one century ago 
Mobiles came to our world, we cannot ignore their speed’s development speed. Prior to 
the advent of cellphoneBefore cellphone’s coming , we had to wait for communication 
with someone until he they arrived at his their house or office but today this problem is 
has been solved by this new item. I will be discussing about the advantages and 
disadvantages in more depth.

Conversation is not the only beneficial reason to admire a cellphone. We should 
mention many services which we use will meet every day. Many say it is an enjoyable 
product for entertainment by listening to music, watching movies, chatting or surfing on 
the internet. You are never lost anywhere because factories have set the GPS 
technology and you can see your location in on the map on the screen.

 These days, enormous kind numbers of applications are inventeding for learning, 
shopping and more besides. Several significant effects not only will increase grow 
sharply but also we cannot live without it them even for a momentin while.

A reason which convinces me to claim my disagreements is the facilities of mobile 
telephones whether waste lots of times and instead of face time,face to face relation we 
use social network programs. 

Second, people face dangerous waves. In other words, in order to scientists have proved 
more harmful assessments about noises and waves on body and have expressed 
negatives effects factors on the brain and eyes especially in during rest time.

Finally, we should take on the huge burden of utilizing it by which I mean we can decline 
negative points and control time in the best way, at last, we can say it is one of the best 
investments of the mankind in the world.


